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  [image: ]Top 10 Retractions of 2017
Retraction Watch  | Dec 18, 2017 | 4 min read
Making the list: a journal breaks a retraction record, Nobel laureates Do the Right Thing, and Seinfeld characters write a paper 

  [image: ]Opinion: Why I Published in a Predatory Journal
John H. McCool  | Apr 6, 2017 | 3 min read
Our totally bogus case report swiftly passed muster, with only minor revisions requested.

  [image: Timeline summarizing a series of petitions filed about the Chinook salmon]Timeline: An Extended Battle
Christie Wilcox, PhD  | Feb 1, 2023 | 3 min read
Various concerned groups have been petitioning NOAA Fisheries to list spring-run Chinook salmon in Oregon and Northern California for over a decade.

  [image: A California Chinook Salmon Jumps into a waterfall during spawning season]Geneticists Light Up Debate on Salmon Conservation
Christie Wilcox, PhD  | Feb 1, 2023 | 10+ min read
Splitting Chinook salmon into two groups based on their DNA could aid conservation efforts. But some researchers argue that this would be a misuse of the data.

  [image: ]Opinion: Understanding and Coping With Rising Publication Costs
M. Bishr Omary and Theodore S. Lawrence  | Sep 1, 2017 | 6 min read
As article processing charges top $5,000 at some research journals, authors and institutions have means of negotiating better deals or finding less expensive options.

  [image: Composite image of earliest humans and wooly mammoths]New Evidence Complicates the Story of the Peopling of the Americas
Emma Yasinski  | May 2, 2022 | 10+ min read
New techniques have shown that people reached the New World far earlier than the long-standing estimate of 13,000 years ago, but scientists still debate exactly when humans arrived on the continent—and how.

  [image: Conceptual illustration of coral]Environmental Memory: How Corals Are Adjusting to Warmer Waters
Amanda Heidt  | Feb 14, 2022 | 10+ min read
Corals that previously experienced heat stress respond better the next time around. Researchers are trying to figure out how, and hope to one day take advantage of the phenomenon to improve coral restoration efforts. 

  [image: Researcher fighting misinformation online]Twitter’s Science Stars Fight Misinformation
Jef Akst  | Jan 17, 2022 | 10+ min read
COVID-19 has thrown science and scientists into the spotlight. Some have accepted the challenge, amassing hundreds of thousands of followers and using the ongoing pandemic as a “teachable moment.”

  [image: carnegie mellon university library open access academic scholarly publishing elsevier wiley press]Elsevier Progresses in Open-Access Deal Making 
Diana Kwon  | Dec 2, 2019 | 7 min read
The scholarly publisher has announced several new licensing agreements in both Europe and the US—but some major academic groups are still without contracts and access to journals.

  [image: zhang]UCSD Eye Doctor Resigns After Investigation into Ties with China
Nicoletta Lanese  | Aug 23, 2019 | 4 min read
The FDA and the university have audited Kang Zhang for breaches in bioethics and a failure to follow research protocols.
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